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1. Determining Open Education Related Social Media Usage Trends in Turkey Using a Holistic Social Network Analysis.


   Subjects: SOCIAL media; ONLINE social networks; EDUCATIONAL programs; DISTANCE education; All Other Miscellaneous Schools and Instruction; Administration of Education Programs; Internet Publishing and Broadcasting and Web Search Portals; FACEBOOK (Web resource)

   PDF Full Text (5MB) PlumX Metrics

2. Integration Model of Knowledge Management and Social Media for Higher Education.


   Subjects: SOCIAL media in education; KNOWLEDGE management; DIGITAL technology; SOCIAL learning; COLLABORATIVE learning

   PDF Full Text (1.3MB) PlumX Metrics
Having trouble finding sources? Try these tips:

- Use **AND** when combining keywords or phrases: each result will contain **all** search terms
  
  \[ \text{Example: food AND nutrition} \]

- Use **OR** to combine more than one keyword or phrase: each result will contain **at least one** of the search terms
  
  \[ \text{Example: young adults OR adolescents OR teenagers OR college students} \]

- Place **quotation marks** - """" - around phrases to search for words in that exact order
  
  \[ \text{Example: “social media”} \]

- Use an **asterisk** at the end of a keyword - * - to search words that start with the same letters
  
  \[ \text{Example: librar* will find results with library, librarians, libraries, etc.} \]
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